it would seem that no relation can be expected between measure of S and density of {A/b}. Acknowledgment. I am very indebted to Professor Beurling for his interest and advice.
Results. LEMMA 1. We may partition the positive integers into an infinité number of disjoint sequences S r = {fenMn^i» r== l> 2, • • • , with the property that lim sup n/k^ = 1 for each r.
PROOF. We will define S r as the union (J™ =1 ar itr of disjoint blocks a it r of consecutive integers. To define o-», r , we order the integer couples (i, r) with i, r^l, by increasing values of s = i+r, and for same values of s, by increasing i. We let cri,i = {l} and choose the remaining <r», r consecutively in the order of the (i, r), letting each (r Pfq begin with the first integer not included in the previously defined cr; we pick <r PtQ so long that if N is the number of integers in <r PtQ , k is the first of them, and M is the total number of integers in the (already determined) crj tQ with j<p, PROOF. We will partition the integers into disjoint subsets, shift each subset by a small amount, and let the sequence {A*,} consist of the points so obtained. Then we will show that completeness of the corresponding exponentials on unions of certain intervals is equivalent to completeness on a single interval of {e ikx }, with k in one subset, and thereby reduce the theorem to a classical result.
Let S r , r= 1, 2, • • • , be the disjoint subsets of the integers denned in Lemma 1, and let S-r = {k\ -k G S r }. Similarly, let 0 r , r= 1, 2, • • -, be the numbers constructed in Lemma 2, and let 0_ r = -6 r . Now for &GSV, r=±l, ±2, • • • , set Xfc = fe+Ö r , and Xo = 0. Then the sequence {X&Jüoo is symmetric and \\k~-k\ <e.
To prove the theorem we must show that given N and ô>0, the exponentials {^i Xfca; | are complete in C(S)> where S==U^L_iv-fi •/», and I n is the interval \x -2mr\ <TT -3, or equivalently [4, p. 115 ] that any bounded measure supported on S which annihilates these exponentials must vanish identically. Accordingly, let /x(x) be such a measure, and denote by ix n (x -2mr) the restriction of /x(x) to I n . Then jjL n (x) is a bounded measure supported on Jo, and
Now by a change of variable,
and if £G»S r , e i ' Xk2nT -e idr2n ' n ' and does not depend on fe. Thus if /x(x) annihilates the exponentials {e****} for feG^V, so does
which is a bounded measure supported on the single interval Jo. We now invoke a known result [3, p. 13]: since by Lemma 1, lim sup n/k n -1 in each 5 r , the set S r has Polya density 1, and so the exponentials {e ikx } for ££S r are complete in continuous functions on any interval of length less than 2x, in particular on Jo. By definition of the set {X&} for k G S r as a translate of S r , the same is true of the exponentials {e iXjba; }, kÇîSr, and consequently the measure (2) on Io which annihilates them must vanish identically. We conclude
